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Abst ractmIn  this paper we discuss optimal exercise policies for a discrete thne optlcm model in 
which the state of the economy follows a Markov chain and stock prices flucttuLte according to the 
distribution of the product of independent positive random varlsbles. We show, und~ some specific 
assumptions that there exits a simple optimal exercise policy which depends only on the stock l~ice 
and the state of economy. Furthermore, a simple alternative derivation of the Black and Scholes' 
option pricing formttla is presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An American call option, simply called an option, is a right to buy a share of stock at any 
time during a stated interval for a stated price, the exercise price. Suppose that you own an 
option to buy one share of stock at a fixed exercise price, say c, and you have n days to the 
maturity date. If you exercise the option on a day when the stock price is s and sell it in the 
open market, then your profit is s - e. The problem here is to find which strategy rnax~rnlzes 
your expected profit• In other words, how should we choose a stopping rule in order to maximize 
our expected profit? /toss [1] and Taylor [2] study the stock option model under the setting 
of an optimal stopping problem in which price changes are independent identically distributed, 
that is, a random walk, and consequently the model has a single state. The model proposed 
by them leads to the unrealistic conclusion that for a fixed time the stock price is negative 
with a positive probability. To avoid this defect we modify their model so that stock prices are 
assumed to change according to the distribution of the product of independent positive random 
variables, which excludes the possibility of stock prices becoming negative. We also assume that 
the distribution of stock prices depends on the state of the economy which follows a Markov chain. 
In Section 1 we formulate the stock option model with multiple states as an optimal stopping 
problem. In Section 2 we show under some assumptions that there exists a simple optimal exercise 
policy which depends only on the current stock price and the state of the economy. Furthermore, 
properties of the optimal policy and its bounds are investigated in Section 3. Most results are 
distribution-free under the assumption that both the distribution of price changes and the state 
transition probability have a monotone property with respect o a state of the economy. 
Finally, in Section 5 we propose a new, but simple, derivation of the Black and Scholes' option 
pricing formula [3] with some concluding remarks. 
2. FORMULATION OF A STOCK OPTION MODEL 
Let {1, 2, . . . ,  N} be the set of states of the economy and i or j denote one of these states. The 
economy changes according to a discrete time finite state Markov chain with a one step transition 
matrix {Pii }. Let St be the stock price on the day t and suppose 
S,+1 = S, X~+ 1 = ~ v i lv i2  i • "~0~1 "2  " "Xt+l ,  
provided that the states of the economy from day 1 through t + 1, ( i l , i a , . . .  , i)  are observed, 
where X1, X2,.. .  are independent positive random variables with finite means. 
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I:~EMARK. If we have St+i = St + Xt+i and Xt are independent and identically distributed, then 
the process {St} is a random walk which reduces to be the case of [1,2]. This random walk 
hypothesis leacs to the unrealistic conclusion that for a fixed day the stock price can be negative 
with a positive probability. Note that our model avoids this defect and that the price process in 
our model is a martingale if E(Xt+I) = I for all t, where E stands for the expectation operator. 
Consider now an option that entitles the holder to buy the stock at any time before the maturity 
date at a fixed exercise price, say c, regardless of what the market price might be. Let T he the 
maturity date of the option. Suppose that we have already bought an option on day 1. If St > c 
on day t, the option holder may exercise his option, buy the stock at the stated exercise price, and 
resell it in the market at the market price St, which gives him the profit St - c. If St ~_ c, no one 
exercises his option and no such profit is possible. Thus the expected profit to the option holder 
is E{max (St - c, 0)}. The problem is to find a stopping time t* to maximize E{max (St - c, 0)} 
with respect o t, 1 < t < T. Let Fi(.) be the probability distribution of X[. If we let Vt(s, i) 
denote the maximum profit when the stock price is s, the state of the economy is i on day t, and 
the option has (T - t) additional days to go, then from the principle of optimality Vt(., .) must 
satisfy 
Vt(s, i) = max s -c ,  EP i  j Vt+l(sz, j )dFi (z)  (1) 
j=l 
with the boundary condition 
VT(s, i) = max {s - c, O} (2) 
on the maturity date. To establish an optimal exercise policy we need the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION. 
(i) Fl(x) >_ F2(x) >_... >_ Fjv(, ) for 
(ii) For each h, ~'~=k P~J is increasing in i. 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) Vt(s, i) is increasing, convex and continuous in s /or  each i, t. 
(ii) V,(s, i) is increasing in i and decreasing in t for each s. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on t. For t = T the statements (i) and (ii) certainly hold. 
Assume that Vt+l(s, i) is increasing, convex and continuous in s for each i and is increasing in i 
for each s. Since V~+l(sz,j) is increasing, convex and continuous in s for each z > 0, so is 
~'~j Pij f0 °° Vt+l(sz, j )dFi(z). Hence, Vt(z, i) is increasing, convex and continuous in s for each i. 
On the other hand, 
N co co 
.d=l 
_</0 
<-5 
N N 
k) - v,+,.Csx, k - 1)]  F Cx) 
k=l j=k 
N N 
 [v,+lCsx, k) v,+l(.x, k - 1)1 
k=l j=h 
N N 
E [Vt'I'I(sx' k) - Vf'l'l(sx' ~ - 11] dFi"l'lCZ) E Pi+l,,/ 
k=l j=k 
J~" O0 
where the first and second inequalities follow from Assumption (i), (ii), respectively, and 
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V~(st, O) -- O. Therefore, we obtain 
{ I" } yds, i) =max s -c ,~_,& V,+x(sx, i)dFdx) / 
./ 
= ~(s , i+  1). 
which asserts that V~(s,i) is increasing in i for each s,t. That Vt(s,i) is decreasing in t is 
immediately apparent from the fact that a higher value of t has the less chance of exercising 
options. | 
3. AN OPT IMAL  EXERCISE  POL ICY  
In this section we shall show under certain conditions that there is a simple optimal exercise 
policy which can be specified by the single value s,(i) at each day t with the state i, which in 
words says, do exercise the option if s < at(i), do not exercise, otherwise. To establish this result 
we need the following lemma in addition to Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. If PN = fo°°ZdFN(x) ~ 1, then Vt(s,i) - s is decreasing ln s for eaeh i, t. 
PROOF. The proof is again by induction on t. For t = T we have VT(s, i) -- s = max{--e, --s} 
which is plainly decreasing in s. Assume the assertion for t + 1. Then, for t we have 
Vt(s, i ) -  s =max { -c ,  E Pij fo°°[Vt+l(sz,J)- sz]dFi(x) + s(/a, -1 )} ,  
J 
where/ai s the mean of X~. By the induction assumption for t + 1, V~+l(sx,j)- sz is decreasing 
in s for each x > O. Assumption (i) implies that lax <_ P2 _< "'" _</aN. If/aN <_ 1, then/ai <_ 1 for 
all i. Therefore, s(pl - 1) is decreasing in s. This completes the induction arguments. | 
For each t and i define 
st(i) = inf {s : V~(s, i) - s < -c} ,  (3) 
where we take st(i) to equal oo when this set is empty. 
THEOREM 1. I fPN _< 1, then there exits an optimal exercise policy as follows: If the stock price 
is s on day t and s > at(i), then exercise the option, otherwise do not exercise. 
PROOF. If the stock price is s and the state is in i on day t,  it is optimal to exercise the option if 
V~(s, i) < s -e  beeanse Vt(s, i) > s -e  from equation (1). Since for/aN < 1, Vt(s, i ) - s  is decreasing 
in s for each i by Lemma 2, it follows that for all s > st(i) Vt(s, i ) -  s < V~(s,(i), i ) -  s,(i) < -e ,  
which asserts that it is optimal to exercise the option when at price s and in state i on day t 
s > sJ i ) .  | 
THEOREM 2. If/aN < 1, then st(i) is increasing in i for each t and decreasing in t for each i. 
PROOF. From Lemma 1 (ii) V~(s, i) is increasing in i and from Lemma 2 Vt(s, i ) -  s is decreasing 
in s. Hence, for each t 
s,(i) = inf {s:  Vt(s, i) - s _ c} 
_< inf {s : Vt(s, i + 1) - s _< -c}  
= st ( i  + 1). 
Furthermore, from Lemma 1 (ii) Vt(s, i) is decreasing in t, which implies that 
s,(i) = inf {s : V~(s, i) - s _~ -c}  
_> inf {s : V~+lCs, i) - s _~ -c}  
= s,+x(i). | 
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THEOREM 3. /-f (c/s)Fi(c/s) > 1 - f:/ooj zdFi(z) for each i and s, then it i$ never optimJd to 
exerc/se the option before the maturity. 
PROOF. At the maturity we have 
sT( i )  = inf {s: VTCs, i) -- s <_ --c} 
-- inf {s : max {s -- c, O} -- s < --c} 
= c < co for each i. 
Therefore, the set {s : VT(s , i )  -- 
from Theorem 2, we only have to 
VT- I (S ,  i) = max 
s _< -c} never becomes empty. Since st(i) is decmadng in t 
show that ST-1(i) = co for each i. For t = T -  i we have 
=s-c+max 0,s zdF i ( z ) - i  +cF~ . 
/, 
Since the quantity of the backet is positive, we obtain VT- I ( s ,  i) > s -- c ,  which implies that 
ST_l (1)  = OO for each i. | 
REMARKS. 
(i) Note that 
(/: ) /z / " 
, (;) =. -'1o / '  
JO 
= s(#, - 1) 
>_ s(pl - 1) > O, for f/1 > 1 
(ii) 
This implies that pl > 1 is a sufficient condition for Theorem 3. 
It is of interest from an investor's point of view to mention an implication of the optimal 
exercise policy established in Theorems 2 and 3. If an investor infers that the price of 
stock is expected to increase in the mean (Pl > 1), he should do nothing until the day 
of maturity. On that day he should make a purchase at the lower of the call price or the 
market price. If he expects PN _~ 1, following the optimal exercise policy in Theorem 2 
may give him the expected value ~(s, i). In words, should the price rise on the day with 
the stock price s > st(i) and the state i, he should exercise the option to buy at the stated 
price and immediately resell in the open stock market so as to receive a capital gain. 
Interpreting V1(s, i) as the value of the option at the beginning of the first day when the 
stock price is s and the state is in i and also denoting the purchasing price of the option 
by V, we should buy the option when V1(s,i) > V, and should not buy it, otherwise. 
4. PROPERTIES  OF THE OPT IMAL  VALUE AND OPT IMAL POL ICY  
In this section we explore some analytical properties of an optimal exercise policy mad its 
value. We write p1 > p2 whenever ~-]~=k PI"~ - ~'~Jv=k P~ for all k. To present he dependency 
of P = [P~j] on V(. ,  .), we define 
J 
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and 
s,(i, P) = inf {s : V~(s, i, P ) -  s <_ -e}. 
PROPERTY I. /fpl > p2,the n we have 
(i) Vt(s, i, p1) > V~(s, i, p2) for each s, i, t. 
(ii) s,( i ,P 1) > s,(i ,P 2) [or each i, t. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on t. For t = T V~(s, i) is constant with respect to P = [P0]" 
So, assertion (i) holds with equality. Assume for t+ 1 that Vt+x(s,i,P 1) > V~+t(s,i,P ~) for 
p1 > p2. Since Vt(s,i) is increasing in i, by the first degree of stochastic dominance we can 
easily show that 
f0 f0 _ p2 E P,~ Vt+l(sz'J'P1)dFi(z) - E 'J Vt+l(sz'J'P2)dF~(z) J J 
which implies that Vt(s, i, p t )  > V~(s, i, p2) for each s, i, t. Assertion (ii) immediately follows 
from assertion (i) beeanse 
s,( i ,P 1) = inf {s : V~(s,i,P 1) - s < -c} 
> inf {s: Vt+x(s,i,P 2) - s  <_ -c} 
= st(i, p2).  | 
Similarly, we use the notation Vt(.,., F) for emphasising the dependency on Fi(.). 
PROPERTY 2. 1[ pl -. p~ for all i and for each i f :  F~(y)dy <_ fo Fi2(Y) dy For all z ,  then we 
have 
(i) Vt(s, i, F 1) < Vt(s,i ,F ~) for each s, i, t. 
(ii) s~(i,F 1) < st(i ,F 2) for each i, t. 
PROOF. The proof is again by induction on n. For t = T VT(', ") and ST(') are both constant 
with respect o F. Since from Lemma 1 (i) Vt(s, i, F) is increasing and convex in s, it can be 
shown that the second degree of stochastic dominance and the induction assumption for t + 1 
imply 
ff fo Vt+I(sz,j, F1)dF~(z) < Vt+l(sz, j,F~)dFi~(z) 
Therefore, we have Vt(s, i, F 1) < V~(s, i, F2). Then, 
st(i,F 1) = inf {s: Vt(s,i,F 1) - s < -c)  
<_ inf {s : V,+l(s,i,F ~) - s < -c)  
= st(i, F2). 
5. AN ALTERNATIVE DERIVATION OF THE OPTION PRICING FORMULA 
In Section 4 we demonstrate in Theorem 3 that it is never optimal to exercise the option before 
oo maturity, provided that (c/s)Fi(c/s) > 1 - f~/ ,  zdFi(z) for each i and s. Using this fact, we 
propose an alternative derivation of the Black and Scholes' option pricing formula. 
Suppose that there is only one state, which allows us to eliminate the state variable i from 
our notation. Also, suppose that In X, is independently normally distributed with the mean p 
and variance ~r 2, that is, the stock price follows a geometric random walk. E[X] > 1 implies 
exp(/~ + ~2/2) > 1, which can be rewritten as p > -cr2/2. If E[X] > 1, it has been shown from 
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remarks for Theorem 3that it is optimal never to exercise the option before maturity. Therefore, 
we have the maximum expected gain V(8 I c, T, p, a ) as follows: 
V(s I c, T,~,a ) = E[max {ST  - c,0}] 
-- xdFsr (z )  - c dFgT(z), 
(4) 
where FaT (') is the probability distribution of ST = s • X1 • X2 " " XT .  Note that 
Far (z )  = Pr  {s . X1 .  X2 . . .  XT  <_ z} 
= Pr {lnX1 +. . .  + lnXz  < h~} 
where ~(.) is the standard normal distribution. So, Equation (4) can be rewritten as follows: 
/: /: V(8 I c, T ,p ,a)  = seoJ~.+. T 1 d~(z) . ¢I,-~T)IoV'~ V~ e-+~l~ dz + "~l'-~T)l¢vr~ (5) 
__8e( ,+a, / , )T@( lnc /s%(p+a' )T  ) ( lnc /s+pT '~ 
;W -c ,  2v  / 
OV @V OV OV It is easy to see that ~>0,  <0 ~>0,  >0and >0. 
Now, we are ready to derive the Black and Scholes' option pricing formula [3]. Let r be the 
riskless rate of interest. Since each lnX, is normally distributed with mean p and variance c#, 
the expected value of the maturity price of the stock with the initial price s is s-exp{p + a2/2}T.  
On the other hand, if we invest z dollars today with the rate of interest r, we can expect o 
receive s. exp{rT} at the maturity date T. For any risk neutral investor or from the no arbitrage 
condition, these two investment opportunities must be equivalent, hat is, 
{+') 8.exp p+T T -s .exp{rT} .  (6) 
Hence, we obtain a relation 
if2 
=,  - - - .  (T )  
2 
Substituting (7) into (5) we have 
which is exactly the same equation as the Black and Scholes' option pricing formula. This implies 
that the model presented here includes the Black and Scholes' model as a special case which can 
be derived from a framework of optimal stopping problems. It is worthwhile to note that the 
expected value derived from an optimal exercise policy is coincident with the option pricing 
formula under the condition that the underlying stock has no dividend with the mean rate of 
return E[X] > 1. This approach gives us a deeper understanding of the Black and Scholes' 
model [3]. 
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